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Information Literacy Committee

Term for Chair: Vice-Chair/Chair/Past Chair — 3 years total obligation
Term for Members: Not formally set
Number of members: Not formally set
Other considerations: At an in-person meeting in July nominations are made for the Incoming Chair position and then a vote is take. It has been an informal practice that those who step down from the Committee have identified a colleague at their institution interested in joining.

Resource Advisory Committee

Term for Chair: Not formally determined, but a tenure of several years is recommended.
Term for Members: Not formally set
Number of members: 9
Other considerations: Secretary often becomes chair. Success of is important to determine. Chair is a very demanding and time-consuming role. Try to balance representation across roles, acquisitions, collection development, electronic resources. Membership from each of the large institutions (IUB, Purdue, Notre Dame) is very useful if not required.

Resource Sharing Committee

Term for Chair: Not formally set
Term for Members: Not formally set
Number of members: Not formally set
Other considerations: Committee has an Executive Committee consisting of a chair, vice-chair, and secretary.

Scholarly Communications

Term for Chair: Vice-Chair/Chair/Past Chair — 3 years total obligation
Term for Members: Not yet set
Number of members: Not formally set
Other considerations: Current membership on committee goes through June 2015